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ABSTRACT  

Fashion is one of the major industries contributing to economic growth around the world.              

E-commerce occupies a big part in the industry’s revenue as it offers more options in terms of                 

style, price range, and location, and makes shopping more convenient. However, customers often             

remain hesitant to purchase clothing to avoid fit issues. And if they end up buying, a lot of them                   

return said items because they do not fit as expected.  

This capstone project aims to investigate 3D human and garment reconstruction models in order              

to design a 3D virtual try-on solution. The solution would reconstruct a realistic 3D avatar of the                 

user and dress it thus predicting the fit of clothing on users virtually. It would also give                 

recommendations based on body measurements. All for a better online shopping experience. 

 

Keywords: Shape estimation, garment registration, networks, 3D reconstruction, semantic         

segmentation 

 

 

 

 

  



 

1 INTRODUCTION 

E-commerce has been in continuous evolution since the introduction of eBay and Amazon. With              

the rise of COVID-19, it has proven to be efficient for shoppers, especially when it comes to                 

apparel. In fact, clothing shops were closed, and even after they opened people were afraid to                

contract the virus from trying on clothes. Garment sales have increased by over 40% on online                

platforms [6]. But the rate of returns was observed to increase as well. The main cause behind                 

that is customer dissatisfaction with the size and/or fit of the clothes purchased [6]. The               

pandemic also shed the light on the daily struggles of people with disabilities. Given the need for                 

home confinement, able-bodied people can now relate to people who are inconvenienced by             

having to go out to shop. Another issue with purchasing clothing online is that brands have                

different sizing standards, mostly depending on the region [10]. So, customers can find it              

confusing and difficult to figure out the right size for them which may push them to abandon the                  

purchase. 

The project looks into solutions that would increase the efficiency of apparel online shopping. A               

virtual try-on solution would allow customers to try on garments they are planning on purchasing               

virtually. They would get accurate predictions on the fit of those items on their own body from                 

the comfort of their homes. It builds on existing studies in the field of deep learning. Methods                 

used include shape and pose estimation, realistic human 3D models, clothing retrieval, and             

texture transfer. The project aims to increase customer satisfaction and decrease product returns.             

Some of the impacts that are wanted from the created solution include, but are not limited to                 

ethical, social, and environmental.  

This report presents a STEEPLE analysis of the impact the project would have on different sides                

of the external environment. It studies the feasibility of the solution in terms of time, knowledge,                



 

and resources and lists requirements expected from it. It suggests a methodology put together              

from the different sources that were consulted and lays down implementation details following             

that methodology.  

 

  



 

2 STEEPLE ANALYSIS 

This section presents a STEEPLE analysis of the impact the project would have on different               

sides of the external environment. 

 

2.1 SOCIO-CULTURAL IMPACT  

Social media is one of the biggest factors in the continuous and fast change and popularization of                 

trends. 59% of the world population as active internet users [15] from which 49.03% are present                

on social media [14]. Companies of all sizes leverage social media influencers to market their               

products especially fashion and beauty. They would collaborate with online shops offering their             

followers’ limited discounts as an incentive to indulge. This encourages bad consumer behavior             

as it pushes people to blindly splurge on clothes they do not necessarily want or need. The                 

project gives people a chance to visualize the items they are planning to buy and possibly reflect                 

on their choices. Items are tailored to fit a model whose body proportions are very different from                 

the average person. They are shot by professionals, altered to look perfect in pictures then               

marketed by public figures who feed more into the “perfect body” myth. The project would               

allow people to see that item on themselves. So, in a way, the project tries to dissociate the                  

garments from the unhealthy image the fashion industry glamorizes. 

In a society where the standard is the able-bodied, services and infrastructures are often designed               

without considering disabilities. An accurate virtual try-on solution would be accommodating to            

people with disabilities, mental illness issues, and other conditions that make going out difficult              

for them; thus making shopping more accessible. 

 



 

2.2 TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT  

The project combines some innovative models in shape, pose estimation, garment fit prediction             

as well as clothing retrieval, and texture transfer. Optimizations done on these models shall pave               

the way for e-commerce new extensions that would enhance user experience to mimic the              

real-life in-shop experience. 

Parts of the project building accurate 3D human models and pose estimation can be re-targeted to                

be used in gaming as well as medical studies. Garment fit prediction would be a great                

development in clothing design software. Visualizing garments on different body types could            

increase inclusivity and facilitate designing clothes that fit beautifully on almost everyone.  

  

2.3 ECONOMIC IMPACT  

Studies have shown that clothing has the highest returns rate [6] with sizing issues as the main                 

cause for returns [2]. By allowing users to visualize how garments would fit on their bodies and                 

choose the right size, garment returns should decrease. With that, expenses paired with shipping              

and packaging should decrease as well. Also, the project would encourage people to buy online               

more which would cut on other expenses.  

 

2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

Clothing returns cause problems other than extra expenses. With more unnecessary shipping and             

packaging, CO2 emissions caused by fuel, transportation, and plastic increase as well. Also, most              

clothing returns end up in landfills [6] which adds to the huge amounts of waste generated by                 

fast fashion [13].  

 



 

2.5 POLITICAL IMPACT  

Corporates like to market themselves as inclusive and encouraging of body positivity but for a               

lot of them, it is just a facade. Fashion houses like to put one or two “plus-size” models in their                    

shows and a few people of colors as tokens in their fashion shows to prove their political                 

correctness. At the same time, they might not have items that would fit anyone above a large size                  

in their shops or might only dress insanely skinny celebrities for big events.  

This project would help push inclusivity in the fashion industry as it embraces all body types and                 

ethnicities. 

 

2.6 LEGAL IMPACT  

Inclusive design and sustainability are two of the biggest legal challenges facing the fashion              

industry [3]. A virtual try-on solution would encourage the inclusivity of various body shapes              

and ethnicities in the design process. It would also potentially help decrease fashion waste as               

well as excessive packaging and shipping, thus decreasing the carbon footprint of the industry. 

 

2.7 ETHICAL IMPACT 

Many companies have reported that they increase the prices of products that get returned either               

through shipping or operations costs thus charging the customer more [4]. Also, products             

displayed in online boutiques go through a long process of editing, professional shootings, and              

alterations. So it does not exactly depict the product sent to the buyer. The project will indirectly                 

enhance transparency between sellers and buyers thus gaining the customer trust. In addition to              

that, having the customers reflect on their purchases could impact their collaboration in fast              



 

fashion’s practices such as inadequate labor conditions and waste making ethical fashion the             

mainstream.  



 

3 REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONS  

This section lays down functional as well as non-functional requirements expected from the             

solution. 

 

3.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The user should be able to input pictures or videos. 

The user should be able to input and modify their measurements. 

The user should be able to generate and modify their avatar. 

The user should be able to view their avatar in different poses. 

The user should be able to browse through and select clothing items. 

The user should be able to add garments to their wardrobe. 

The user should be able to view and select garments from their wardrobe. 

The user should be able to browse the web for garments from the platform. 

The user should be able to try different clothing items or different sizes of the same item. 

The user should get a description of the fit of the garments they are trying. 

 



 

3.2 USE CASE DIAGRAM 

 

Figure 3    Use Case Diagram 

 

 

3.3 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

This section explores the non-functional requirements of the virtual try-on solution. 

 

3.3.1 TIME 

Tasks should be executed in a timely manner.  

Tasks in progress should terminate if loading takes too long.  



 

 

3.3.2 PERFORMANCE 

Avatars should be built within the already set time frame. 

 

3.3.3 PORTABILITY 

The project should be isolated in order to execute on different operating systems and hardware. 

 

3.3.4 SCALABILITY 

An increasing user demographic should not negatively affect the performance of the project. 

 

3.3.5 MEMORY 

The project should not take a lot of memory space.  

  



 

4 FEASIBILITY STUDY  

This section studies the feasibility of the project in terms of time, knowledge, and resources. 

 

4.1 TEMPORAL FEASIBILITY 

The project relies heavily on deep learning and neural networks. After reaching a thorough              

understanding of the topics through research then the design and implementation can take place.              

Research will be conducted on e-commerce as well in terms of performance and statistics in               

fashion retail to assess the usability of the end product of the capstone. This should not take more                  

than a month since resources to be reviewed and analyzed are already identified. Research will               

continue with the design and implementation phases as well. The duration of the semester allows               

only for an implementation of a solution that generates a human 3D model and dresses it without                 

taking sizing into account. 

 

4.2 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 

The project needs a certain level of understanding of Deep Learning concepts and             

implementation. Despite the fact that I am not very knowledgeable in deep learning, there are               

multiple online resources that will help me understand concepts and choose the right ones to               

build upon. I can also depend on the knowledge of my supervisor in the field if I have questions. 

The models used were trained and tested in a Linux environment and require Python packages               

and libraries like Numpy, Pickle, and Pytorch. The testing environment can be recreated since all               

requirements are open-source. Datasets used for training are large but since the pre-trained             

models are available, no further training would be necessary.  



 

 

4.3 FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY 

Most of the sources and tools backing the project are free and available online. For the first                 

prototype of the project, only limited versions of deep learning models and services available to               

the public will be used. Future releases would be hosted on the cloud and take advantage of full                  

versions of tools. 

 

In conclusion, a first version of the proposed solution is judged feasible technically, in a timely                

manner, and with no costs.  

 

  



 

5 METHODOLOGY 

This section discusses the different approaches adopted in the sources chosen as reference. These              

approaches combined would form an efficient, thorough virtual try-on solution. A solution            

design is also suggested and explained. 

 

5.1 MODEL 1: MULTI-GARMENT NEURAL NETWORK 

Multi-Garment Net or MGN [4] reconstructs from a few frames body shape and garment              

geometry as layered meshes.  

 

5.1.1 MODEL OVERVIEW 

 

Figure 5.1 - MGN Architecture 

It takes as input a set of semantically segmented images as well as corresponding estimated 2D                

joints. Garment templates are built on SMPL 3D human models. Items present in the scans are                

registered to fixed garment templates through a multi-mesh registration approach. This means            

that the outline of each scan is aligned to that of the 3D template mesh corresponding to its class.                   

The predicted 3D garments are then added to a digital wardrobe. This would allow to pick                

garments from the wardrobe and dress 3D avatars. So basically, the model builds a multi-layer               

representation of the clothed human from the input image(s). Clothing is a top layer that can be                 



 

retargeted and fitted on top of another 3D human model. MGN also can manipulate the 3D                

model’s pose through the 2D joints. 

MGN is run as a pretrained model since weights are available. An optimization MGN needs               

would be to take into account size and avatar measurements when fitting the garments on top of                 

the 3D model.  

 

5.1.2 NETWORK DETAILS 

 

Figure 5.1.2.1   Multi-Garment Network Overview 

Source: Adapted from [4] 

 

Figure 5.1.2.2   Multi-Garment Network Architecture 

Source: Adapted from [17]  

 



 

The Multi-Garment model consists of a base network, which is CNN with five 2D convolutions, 

max-pooling layers, three fully connected layers and average pooling on garments, and 

subnetworks for each garment class.  These subnetworks each consist of two fully connected 

layers (sizes=1024, 128). 

 

5.1.3 DATASET 

Multi-Garment Network’s dataset contains scans, SMPL registration, texture_maps,        

segmentation_maps, and multi-mesh registered garments (labeled as upper-clothes,        

lower-clothes) [4]. The scans consist of 356 3D scans of people with various body shapes, poses,                

and in diverse clothing. 70 scans for testing and use the rest for training.  

 

 

Figure 5.1.3   MGN Dataset 

 

 



 

5.2 MODEL 2: PIX2SURF 

5.2.1 MODEL OVERVIEW 

 

Figure 5.2 - Pix2Surf Architecture 

 

The model introduced in [2] transfers texture from garment images to the surface of any 3D                

model.  

Three categories of clothing were defined (shirts, pants, shorts) and the model is trained              

accordingly. Pix2Surf takes as input a segmented image of a garment and non-rigidly aligns it               

with a predefined 3D garment template from the same category. Only the silhouette is taken into                

account. Pix2Surf computes a training set of clothing images aligned with 3D mesh projections.              

These projections are then directly mapped to a 3D pre-defined garment item. The final texture is                

then transferred on top of an SMPL 3D model. 

 

5.2.2 NETWORK DETAILS 

The Pix2Surf model consists of two networks: UNet, responsible for segmentation, and            

Pix2Surf, made up of a six block ResNet. Residual blocks consist of convolutional layers, each               

followed by a batch normalization layer and a ReLU activation function [2]. 



 

 

Figure 5.2.2   Pix2Surf Model Overview 

Source: Adapted from [2] 

 

5.2.3 DATASET 

Pix2Surf test dataset has two files. The first file contains a UV map (texture) of a test subject and                   

images of garments retrieved from online shops. The second contains meshes (pre-defined            

garment templates) for a human model, a shirt, a pair of pants, and a pair of shorts all in different                    

poses. 



 

 

Figure 5.2.3.1   Pix2Surf Test Data - Images 

 

 

Figure 5.2.3.2   Pix2Surf Test Data - Meshes (Templates) 

 

 

  



 

6 SOLUTION DESIGN 

This section shows a slightly more detailed design of the virtual try-on solution combining the               

methods followed by Multi-Garment Network [4] and Pix2Surf [2]. 

 

 

Figure 6.1   Suggested Solution 

 

6.1 DATA PREPARATION 

This section discusses important steps to handle input data. Both models used in the solution take                

pre-processed input.  

 

6.1.1 INPUT TO MULTI-GARMENT NEURAL NETWORK 

Multi-Garment Network takes as input scans segmented into three regions: skin, top, and bottom              

parts, as well as 2D joints. The scans are segmented into three regions (skin, upper-clothes,               

pants). The scan segmentation then goes through a CNN that predicts 3D garments. As for 2D                

joints, they are used to reconstruct a 3D body shape. Users should be able to generate their                 

avatars from a video or sequence of images. If the user inputs a video, then it should be                  



 

converted into frames that show different angles of the body. This step is not necessary if the                 

user chooses to input images. They will be required to do a T pose, stand at a distance of 2m                    

from the camera, and spin. After the platform has a sequence of images, then those images are                 

cropped to 720x720. Semantic segmentation is then run on the images resulting in three regions:               

skin, upper-clothes, and pants [4]. This would be the first part of the input to MGN. Semantic                 

segmentation is the process of creating a pixel-wise mask for each predefined class. The masks               

are later registered to 3D templates. This means that their outlines are aligned to the 3D datasets.                 

Finally, OpenPose, a system that detects joints and human body key points, is run on the images                 

for 2D joints. 

 

6.1.2 INPUT TO PIX2SURF 

The Pix2surf model takes as input silhouettes of clothing items. Originally, the model transfers              

the clothing onto a 3D model generated by another network (SMPL) used as a black box.                

Skinned Multi-Person Linear Model or SMPL constructs a realistic 3D model of the human body               

learned from thousands of 3D body scans [18]. But, the solution will take instead the 3D model                 

reconstructed by MGN and dress it. To prepare the clothing silhouettes, first, a web scraper is                

used to retrieve clothing images from online shops. Then, these images are handled by the               

OpenCV grabCut() function to extract the foreground, which in this case is the clothing item.  

 

6.2 DRESSED 3D AVATAR 

The model used to dress the 3D model depends on how the garments were displayed in the                 

image. If the garments are displayed on an invisible mannequin (Fig. 6.2.2) or on a hanger, then                 

it would make more sense to dress the 3D model generated by MGN using Pix2Surf. Otherwise,                



 

if it is worn by a model in the picture (Fig. 6.2.1), then it would be better to use MGN again                     

since it generates the garments as layers that can be directly transferred onto the user’s 3D avatar                 

without the need to use a second model. 

 

        

Figure 6.2.1  Sweater worn by a model Figure 6.2.2  Sweater on invisible mannequin  

     Source: Adapted from [23]      Source: Adapted from [23] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The following design is the result of combining Multi-Garment Network [4] and Pix2Surf [2]              

and adding data preparation to allow users to only upload their pictures or videos and get their                 

dressed avatar. 

 

Figure 6 - Complete Solution Design 

 

 

  



 

7 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF THE SOLUTION 

The project builds on existing models [2,4,18] through the method of transfer learning. 

 

7.1 DATA PREPARATION 

7.1.1 INPUT TO MGN 

 

Figure 7.1.1   Data Preparation for MGN 



 

7.1.2 INPUT TO PIX2SURF 

 

Figure 7.1.2   Data Preparation for Pix2Surf 

 

7.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF MGN AND PIX2SURF  

The project builds on existing models [2,4,18] by using one model’s output and another’s input.               

Two base models are used: Multi-Garment Net[4] and Pix2Surf [2]. A third model is used               

implicitly by MGN and Pix2Surf as a black box. It is the 3D human body reconstruction model                 

SMPL [18]. [2 and [4] use SMPL to create 3D garment templates and redress 3D avatars. 

 

7.2.1 MGN IMPLEMENTATION 

Given a video or a set of images, segmented images and 2D joints are pre-computed. Then MGN                 

takes them and infers the underlying human shape. Garment templates are built on SMPL 3D               

human models. Items present in the scans are registered to fixed garment templates through a               



 

multi-mesh registration approach. Garment registrations are naturally associated with the body           

represented with SMPL. This would allow to pick garments from the wardrobe and dress 3D               

avatars. 

The base network is a CNN used to map the scan segmentation and corresponding 2D joints to                 

the body shape, pose, and garment latent spaces. The network consists of five 2D convolutions               

followed by max-pooling layers [4]. Pixel coordinates are appended to the output of every CNN               

layer. This would allow leveraging 2D features and their location in the 2D image to reproduce                

garment details in 3D. The last convolutional feature maps are then split into three branches, to                

identify the body shape, pose, and garment information, that are flattened. 

SMPL is used as a black box so far to run MGN. The latter is run as a pretrained model since                     

weights were made available. An optimization MGN needs would be to take into account size               

and avatar measurements when fitting the garments on top of the 3D model. An option would be                 

to replace the output layer of the network that used to generate a 3D model to generate a                  

measurement table in addition to a more detailed avatar. 

 

7.2.2 PIX2SURF IMPLEMENTATION 

The Pix2Surf model consists of two networks: a segmentation network and the Pix2SUrf             

network. Both networks are trained following the Adam optimization.  

The segmentation network builds on a UNet with instance normalization and uses color jittering              

(image data augmentation technique) in the input data to improve performance [2]. UNet is a               

CNN used for image segmentation. Pix2Surf is made up of a six-block ResNet. Short for residual                

network, ResNet is a CNN architecture. Residual blocks consist of convolutional layers, each             

followed by a batch normalization layer and a ReLU activation function.  



 

8 TECHNOLOGICAL ENABLERS  

The models used in the solution were tested in a Linux environment and require NVIDIA               

CUDA-enabled GPUs among other prerequisites (discussed below). Reproducing similar         

environment conditions was important to run the models successfully and avoid any            

compatibility issues. 

 

8.1 PYTHON 

Python was used to implement the models used in the virtual try-on solution. It offers libraries                

and packages adequate for Deep Learning tasks. For instance, the psbody-mesh package was             

used to manipulate and visualize meshes. The NumPy library supports large, multi-dimensional            

arrays and matrices. 

 

8.2 TENSORFLOW  

TensorFlow offers the module tf.keras that supports the implementation of the Keras API. The              

module allows to create models, and handle shared layers, and multiple inputs or outputs. 

 

8.3 PYTORCH 

The models use the torch.nn module which helps create and train neural networks. 

 

8.4 DOCKER 

Given that the different models chosen to implement and test out require different python,              

TensorFlow, PyTorch versions, which are in turn compatible with different CUDA and CuDNN             

versions, it was thought best to run the models in distinct docker containers. Docker allows the                



 

use of the GPU, supported by the NVIDIA Container Toolkit. The toolkit supports building and               

running GPU-accelerated containers. This ensures isolated environments where there's no risk of            

conflicting versions of the same package. 

 

 

  



 

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The short duration of the semester and my limited and newly acquired knowledge in Deep               

Learning did not allow for a fully hands-on implementation of the solution or the creation of a                 

dataset. Also, the models mentioned before were to be used for research purposes only, and when                

combined have some compatibility issues. Since I strongly believe in the need for such a               

platform, I would like to restart from the implementation scratch, build a dataset of people with                

different body shapes spinning in a T pose. The model would learn from the sizing standards                

available online and give size recommendations based on the brand, the garment, and the user’s               

body measurements. The model would recreate details like skin tone, facial traits, and hair. The               

overall platform would be available as a browser extension and a mobile application. The              

concepts explained below would  

 

9.1 2D LANDMARKS AND BODY MEASUREMENTS ESTIMATION  

 

Figure 9.1 2D Landmarks and Body Measurements 

Source: Adapted from [7] 



 

 

Detecting 2D body landmarks is very important for computing accurate body measurements. The             

landmarks can be estimated from front and side silhouettes using boost tree regression [7]. 2D               

and 3D body measurements are then estimated from the 2D landmarks.  

Different shops may have distinct size charts and standards. It may depend on the brand or the                 

country. So, any model giving size recommendations should take that into account rather than              

base recommendations on the user’s measurements solely. Computing body measurements          

would also allow feedback on the fit of garments in general and depending on special body parts.                 

 

  

9.2 MODELING 3D GARMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF SIZE  

A lot of models available online tackle 3D garment reconstruction and model redressing from a               

pose estimation angle. But only one recent publication has discussed handling different sizes of              

the same garment. Sizer [12] predicts clothing deformation as a function of size. Sizer proposes               

two models as well as a new dataset for clothing size variation. “SizerNet allows to estimate and                 

visualize the dressing effect of a garment in various sizes, and ParserNet allows to edit clothing                

of an input mesh directly” [7]. The SIZER dataset was introduced to learn the two models. It                 

includes 100 various subjects wearing casual garments in different sizes.  

 

9.3 TRANSFER LEARNING  

Transfer learning is a popular approach to implementing deep learning projects. It consists of              

taking features learned on one model and leveraging them on a new, similar model [22]. It can be                  

done by adding or replacing layers from the pre-trained model or training the model on a new                 

dataset.  



 

A next step for the solution would be to apply transfer learning on the model. The input layer                  

would be modified to compute body measurements from 2D landmarks. Also, an additional             

layer would be added to the model. The model would then be re-trained on the same datasets.  

  



 

10 CONCLUSION 

The report investigated different 3D human and garment reconstruction models. A 3D virtual             

try-on solution was designed based on those models. The solution aims to reconstruct a realistic               

3D avatar of the user and dress it thus predicting the fit of clothing on users virtually. It would                   

also give recommendations based on body measurements. All for a better online shopping             

experience. The design was suggested from the combination of models from different sources             

each used for a specific task in the reconstruction and prediction processes. 

The report discussed the impact of the solution on so many levels, its requirements, and design.                

It also looked at approaches fundamental to its success. 
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